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Abstract—We propose an optimization framework to perform
resource allocation in virtual sensor networks. Sensor network
virtualization is a promising paradigm to improve flexibility of
wireless sensor networks which allows to dynamically assign
physical resources to multiple stakeholder applications. The
proposed optimization framework aims at maximizing the total
number of applications which can share a common physical
network, while accounting for the distinguishing characteristics
and limitations of the wireless sensor environment (limited
storage, limited processing power, limited bandwidth, tight energy
consumption requirements). The proposed framework is finally
applied to realistic network topologies to assess the gain involved
in letting multiple applications share a common physical network
with respect to one-application, one-network vertical design
approaches.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) constitute one of the
main building blocks to realize the vision of the Internet of
Things (IoT), where huge numbers of smart objects interacting with the surrounding environment have a “presence”
on the Internet. WSNs are used nowadays to support many
applications/services in diverse scenarios and environments
ranging from smart home or environmental monitoring based
on scalar sensed data to more demanding applications based
on multimedia sensors.
Usually, WSNs are designed and deployed in a “vertical”, application-specific way, in which the hardware and
network resources are customized to the specific application
requirements. On one hand, such design paradigm allows
to have “optimal” performance on the specific application,
but, on the other hand, it precludes resources (hardware and
software) reuse when other applications and services must
be contemplated. In the end, this has led in the past to the
proliferation of redundant WSNs deployments [1].
In this context, virtualization is a promising technique
to target more efficient resource utilization, lower cost and
increased flexibility and manageability in WSN deployments
[2]. The key idea behind virtualization is to decouple the physical infrastructure and resources from application ownerships.
Thus, network virtualization technologies abstract away “physical resources” including node processing/storage capabilities,
available communication bandwidth and routing protocols,

which can then be “composed” at a logical level to support
usage by multiple independent users and even by multiple
concurrent applications [3]. While network virtualization is
already a reality in many communication networks [4], [5],
research on sensor network virtualization is still in its infancy
and comprehensive solutions still need to be found to cope
with the specific characteristics of WSNs in terms of limited
node capabilities and communication bandwidth [6].
In this work, we focus on the design of a virtualization
engine for WSNs. Namely, we consider a general purpose
WSN which can be used to support multiple applications
and we propose a mathematical programming framework to
optimally allocate virtual sensor networks to the requesting
applications. The proposed framework allocates the physical
resources of the general purpose WSN to multiple concurrent
application while accounting for the limitations in the physical
resources (processing, storage, available bandwidth, limited
communication range) and the specific application requirements. Numerical results are then obtained by applying the
proposed framework to realistic WSN instances to assess the
efficiency of the virtualization process.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II overviews
the related work in the field of sensor network virtualization.
Section III describes the proposed system model and the
optimization problem for resource allocation in virtual sensor
networks. In Section IV, the proposed model is evaluated by
simulation for a set of scalar and multimedia applications also
with different types of sensor nodes. Finally, some conclusions
are provided in Section V.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The emergence of shared sensor networks has stimulated
research efforts in the field of novel programming abstractions
at the node level and management framework at the network
level to support multiple applications over a shared physical
infrastructure [7], [8].
At the node level, architectures based on virtual machines
are proposed to enable virtualization and re-programmability.
As an example, Mate [9], ASVM [10], Melete [11] and
VMStar [12] are frameworks for building application-specific
virtual machines over constrained sensor platforms.

At the network level, several virtualization management
platforms have been introduced. SenSHare [13] creates multiple overlay sensor networks which are “owned” by different applications on top of a shared physical infrastructure.
UMADE [14] is an integrated system for allocating and
deploying applications in shared sensor networks based on
the concept of Quality of Monitoring (QoM). Fok et al.
[15] introduce middleware abstractions to represent multiple
QoM requirements from multiple applications, whereas a
service-oriented middleware is presented in [16] to address
the challenges faced by running multiple applications onto
heterogeneous WSNs.
Generally speaking, the aforementioned work provides
“practical” building blocks to build up virtual sensor networks.
Differently, we focus in this paper on the “intelligence” to
properly allocate physical resources to virtual applications,
which can be cast as a general resource allocation problem.
Even if radio/network resource allocation is a widely debated
topic in the literature, still very few works have appeared on
the optimal resource allocation in the field of Virtual or Shared
Sensor Networks.
In [17] the authors propose an optimization framework to
maximize the Quality of Monitoring (QoM) in shared sensor
networks. The proposed framework focuses on environmental
monitoring applications whose reference “quality” can be
modeled as dependent on the variance in the sensed data, and
derives the application-to-sensors assignment which minimizes
such variance. The same authors address in a later work the
case where the application assignment problem is no longer
centralized but rather distributed by resorting to game-theoretic
tools [18]. Ajmal et al. leverage the concept of QoM and
propose an admission control scheme to dynamically “admit”
applications to be deployed on physical sensor networks.
The authors of [19] focus on the problem of scheduling
applications to shared sensor nodes with the ultimate goal of
maximizing the sensor network lifetime.
The problem of allocating physical resources to multiple
application can be also cast as an auction. In [20], the
authors propose a reverse combinatorial auction, in which the
sensor nodes act as bidders and bid cost values (according to
their available resources) for accomplishing the subset of the
applications’ tasks. Optimal bidding strategies are then studied
to make the auction effective and truthful.
III. S YSTEM MODEL AND OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK
Let S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sl } be a set of sensor nodes, A =
{a1 , a2 , . . . , am } a set of applications which are to be deployed in the reference area, and T = {t1 , . . . , tn } a set of test
points in the reference network scenario. To simplify notation,
in the following we will use the subscript index i (or h) to
refer to a sensor node si (or sh ), the subscript index j to refer
to an application aj and the subscript index k to refer to a test
point tk .
Each application j requires to cover a given set of test points
Tj ⊆ T . Formally, the application j has to be deployed on a
subset of S such that all the test points in Tj are covered. A test

point is covered by a sensor node i if it is within its sensing
range, Ris . It is convenient to introduce as well the set Sjk
defined as the set of sensor nodes which physically cover the
test point k, with k ∈ Tj . In other words, if the application j is
deployed on any of the sensors in set Sjk , then the target test
point k is covered for this application. A necessary condition
for an application j to be successfully deployed is that all the
test points in its target set Tj must be covered.
Each application j in A is further characterized by a
requirement vector rj = {cj , mj , lj } which specifies the
required source rate [bit/s], memory [bits] and processing load
[MIPS] consumed by the application when it is deployed on
a sensor node. The requirement vector can be interpreted as
the amount of resources needed to accomplish the specific
tasks required by the application (e.g., acquire, process and
transmit 10 temperature samples, or acquire process and
transmit one JPEG image, etc.). Additionally, each sensor
node i in S is characterized by a given resource vector
oi = {Ci , Mi , Li , Ei }, which specifies its available bandwidth,
storage capabilities, processing power and energy store.
A protocol interference model with power control [21] is
used to characterize the wireless communications among the
sensor nodes. The maximum transmission power is Pmax .
With this power, there are a maximum transmission range
T
I
Rmax
and a maximum interference range Rmax
. Given a
directional link between a pair of nodes (i, h), the channel gain
from transmitter i to receiver h is defined as gih = g0 · d−γ
ih ,
being dih the distance from i to h, γ the path loss index and g0
a constant dependent on antenna parameters. A transmission
is successful if the received power exceeds a threshold α.
Additionally, all the nodes under the interference range of a
sensor node share the same transmission channel and therefore,
the transmission time must be divided between them. If pi
is the transmission power assigned to node i, a transmission
towards h is successful if pi · dih > α. Thus, the transmission
range for node i with transmission power pi can be obtained
−γ
as RiT (pi ) = (pi · g0 /α) . Similarly, the interference resulting from node i with power pi is non-negligible only if it
exceeds a certain threshold β. Then, the interference range is
−γ
RiI (pi ) = (pi · g0 /β) .
Qualitatively, the application assignment problem for virtual
sensor networks can be defined as follows: to maximize the
weighted number of deployed applications subject to coverage
constraints (the set of test points of each application must
be covered) and application requirements (each application
should be assigned enough bandwidth, and processing and
storage resources to operate successfully). In addition, due
to the multihop nature of WSNs, routing and link capacity
constraints must be considered when the data generated by
the application has to be delivered remotely.
Further, let us assume that a preference vector across all
T
the m applications is defined Q = [q1 , q2 , . . . , qm ] where
qj represents the revenue for the network provider for having
application j successfully deployed in the network. Let zj be
a binary variable indicating if application j is successfully deployed in the network. Let yijk be a binary variable indicating

if test point k of application j is deployed at sensor node i.
Let xi be a binary variable indicating if sensor node i is active
in the network. Let hjk be a binary variable which indicates
if test point k belonging to set Tj is actually covered by a
sensor node which runs application j.
The objective function aims at maximizing the overall
revenue out of the application deployment process while
minimizing the cost related to activating sensor nodes:


X
X
max 
qj zj −
δ i xi 
(1)
i∈S

j∈A

where δi is the cost incurred in activating sensor node i.
Constraints (2), (3) and (4) require that all the applications
which are actually deployed do fulfill the coverage constraints,
that is, they cover all the required test points. Specifically, Eq.
(2) indicates if test point k of an application j is effectively
covered. If so, it ensures that it is covered by only one sensor
node i. Depending on the application, it can be possible that
the same sensor node can cover several of its test points
(e.g., visual applications). If we define Nij as the maximum
number of test points of the same application j that a sensor
i is able to cover, Eq. (3) guarantees that this threshold is
not exceeded. Eq. (4) indicates that if an application j is
successfully deployed, i.e., if zj = 1, then all the test points of
application j must be covered. In addition, it guarantees that
if the application cannot be deployed, none of its test points
is covered so that no resources are wasted.
X

yijk = hjk

∀j ∈ A, ∀k ∈ Tj

(2)

yjk ≤ Nij

∀i ∈ S, ∀j ∈ A

(3)

i∈Sjk

X
k∈Tj

P

k∈Tj

hjk

∀j ∈ A
(4)
|Tj |
Constraints (5) and (6) are budget-type constraints for the
available storage and processing load of the sensor nodes.
zj =

XX

cj zj =

j∈A k∈Tj

X
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cj yhjk  (8)
fih +


h∈SIN K

i∈S
i6=h

j∈A k∈Tj

where SIN K is the set of sink nodes (a subset of S) and fih is
a variable representing the flow of data in bps transmitted from
node i to node h. Constraints (7) enforce flow conservation
at sensor nodes. Constraint (8) imposes that all the generated
data are delivered to the set of sinks. The last term of this
expression allows the sinks to be running applications as well.
The following constraint set enforces that if a sensor node
is either running an application or receiving data, then it must
be active in the network:
XX
X
cj yijk ≤ Kxi
∀i ∈ S
(9)
fhi +
h∈S
h6=i

j∈A k∈Tj

where K is a constant high enough (higher than the maximum
transmission rate of a node). Finally, constraints
fih ≤ Klih

∀i, h ∈ S

(10)

where lih is a constant that indicates if there is a viable link
between i and h, i.e., if the distance between both nodes is
T
less than the maximum transmission range Rmax
, then lih = 1
and lih = 0 otherwise. Therefore, these constraints ensure that
data must be transmitted exclusively along neighboring nodes.
These expressions allow flow splitting and multipath routing. However, in WSNs routes from each sensor node to a sink
node follow typically a single path, such as the Destination
Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph (DODAG) of RPL [22].
Therefore, we introduce the following restrictions to ensure
that all the traffic flowing out of a sensor has only one possible
route to a sink:
gih ≤ lih
∀i, h ∈ S
X
gih ≤ 1
∀i ∈ S

(11)
(12)

hS

XX

mj yijk ≤ Mi

∀i ∈ S

(5)

j∈A k∈Tj

XX

lj yijk ≤ Li

∀i ∈ S

(6)

j∈A k∈Tj

The deployed applications will require most likely that
the information generated locally is delivered remotely to
collection points (sink nodes) through multihop paths. Note
that these sensor nodes may run deployed applications or not.
By resorting to a fluid model, it should be ensured that all the
data produced by the sensors running applications is received
by the sink nodes. This fact can be conveniently expressed
using the following constraints:
X
h∈S
i6=h

fhi −

X
h∈S
h6=i

fih +

XX
j∈A k∈Tj

cj yijk = 0 ∀i ∈ S\SIN K (7)

fih ≤ Kgih

∀i, h ∈ S

(13)

where gih is a binary variable which indicates if data are
transmitted from node i to node h. Constraints (12) and (13)
impose that only one link from sensor node i to any of its
neighbors transports all the data that i must forward.
The available bandwidth in the network is limited and
must be shared among sensor nodes. We assume that a fair
medium access control schemes orchestrate the access to the
shared medium. Given a directional link between a pair of
nodes (i, h), let the capacity of the link be defined as Cih =
min (Ci , Ch ). This aims to model that the transmission rate is
limited by the most restrictive node in the link. Transmissions
of other links where i or h are either transmitter or receiver
cannot be simultaneously active with (i, h) (note that some
combinations are not possible in this particular case due to
routing constraints, i.e., another link with i as a transmitter).

According to the considered protocol interference model,
the interfering links for link (i, h) are those whose receiver
is within the interference range of node i or the links where
j is within the interference range of its transmitter. Although
none of these links can be simultaneously active with (i, h),
some of them (depending on their relative positions) could be
simultaneously active with each other. Therefore, if we define
IFih as the fraction of time that other links interfere the link
(i, h), we have that:

IFih =

X fgi
X fhg
X fgh
X fig
+
+
+
+
Cig
Cgi
Chg
Cgh
g∈S

g∈S
g6=h

g∈S
g6=i

X
g,t∈S
dit <RiI (pi )

X
g,t∈S
dgh <RgI (pg )

fgt
Cgt

(14)

Then, for each link (i, h) in the network it must be ensured
that the fraction of time used by the link plus all its interferences is less or equal to 1:
fih
+ IFih ≤ 1
Cih

∀i, h ∈ S

(15)

Constraints (15) are the equivalent budget-type constraints
for the available wireless capacity to the storage and processing load constraints given in (5) and (6).
Finally, energy constraints are included to ensure that
the application deployment pattern guarantees a minimum
lifetime L for the virtual sensor network. Typically, energy
consumption due to wireless communication (i.e., transmitting
and receiving) has been considered the dominant factor in
power consumption for WSNs [23]. While this is the case
for traditional scalar applications, where processing is limited
to simple operations, in multimedia applications the energy
required to process data can not be neglected [24].
Regarding wireless transceiver, the power dissipation at the
radio transmitter Pit or at the radio receiver Pir of each node
i can be modeled as [25]:
Pit =

X

(β1 + β2 dγih ) fih

∀i ∈ S

(16)

h∈S,h6=i

Pir = ρ

X

fhi

∀i ∈ S

Pit + Pir + f 


XX

j∈A k∈Tj

yijk lj  ≤

Ei
L

∀i ∈ S

(18)

IV. P ERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate the proposed model we have considered a
scenario with two different types of sensor nodes and four different applications (two scalar and two multimedia). Next we
define the main features of both sensor nodes and applications
and the simulation parameters. Then, results are presented.
A. Sensor nodes

g∈S
g6=i

fgt
+
Cgt



(17)

h∈S,h6=i

Typical values for β1 , β2 and ρ are β1 = ρ = 50 nJ/bit and
β2 = 0.0013pJ/bit/m4 , with γ = 4 the path loss index.
The estimation of the power dissipation due to the processing load is not so straightforward, since it depends on
several factors such as the hardware architecture of the nodes
or the specific implementations of the algorithms for each
application. In the lifetime constraints set in (18), this power
dissipation is left as a function f of the proccessing loads lj
of the applications. In Section IV, further details about the
specific evaluated multimedia applications are given.

We have considered TelosB sensor motes [26] and BeagleBone nodes [27]. The energy budget for both nodes is
32400 J assuming that a node runs at 3 V with 3 Ah
of battery supply (2 AA batteries). Each TelosB mote has
integrated a temperature and a light sensor, an IEEE 802.15.4
radio with integrated antenna and a 8 MHz TI MSP430
microcontroller which can operate at 8 MIPS and with 10 KB
RAM, although only 7 KB are available for applications [14].
Therefore, their resource vector is oi = {Ci , Mi , Li , Ei } =
{250 kbps, 7 KB, 8 MIPS, 32400 J}. These motes are suitable for supporting scalar applications. BeagleBone is a
low-power platform based on a Linux Computer that includes 720 MHz super-scalar ARM Cortex-A8 processor (up
to 720 MIPS) and 256 MB of RAM. BeagleBone nodes
should include a Shimmer Span IEEE 802.15.4-compliant
transceiver, a low-power USB camera for multimedia applications and also scalar sensors. Their resource vector is
oi = {250 kbps, 256 MB, 720 MIPS, 32400 J}.
B. Applications
For the scalar applications, we have considered temperature
and light monitoring. Temperature monitoring applications require 4462 bytes of RAM, while light monitoring applications
require 1006 bytes [14]. This kind of applications has a low
sample rate (0.017-1 Hz according to [28]). We have chosen
a sample rate of 0.5 Hz for temperature monitoring and 1
Hz for light monitoring. Considering a packet size of 127
bytes per sample, the temperature application has a source
rate of 0.5 kbps, whereas for the light application is 1 kbps.
Given these parameters, we can assume that the processing
load lj is negligible in the application requirement vector,
(i.e. memory usage, transmission rate or the energy consumed
by the transmission will be more limiting factors than the
processing load or the energy consumed by the processing).
Thus, the requirement vector for temperature monitoring is
rj = {cj , mj , lj } = { 0.5 kbps, 4462 B, -} whereas for light
monitoring is rj = {1 kbps, 1006 B, -}
For multimedia applications we focus on visual sensor
networks, i.e. WSNs designed to perform visual analysis
(e.g. object recognition) [24]. We consider two paradigms,
the classic Compress-Then-Analyze (CTA) and the opposite
approach, Analyze-Then-Compress (ATC) [24], [29]. CTA
applications are those where images acquired from camera

nodes are compressed and sent to a central controller for
further analysis. On the other hand, ATC applications are those
where camera nodes perform visual feature extraction and
transmit a compressed version of these features to a central
controller. In [29] a detailed characterization of transmission
rates and energy consumption for both approaches is provided.
In order to evaluate the model with some realistic parameters,
we have chosen some specific values for both cases based
on the aforementioned study. It is assumed that different
techniques for the extraction of local visual features are used:
CTA will use the SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform)
algorithm while ATC will use BRISK (Binary Robust Invariant
Scalable Keypoints) algorithm. Assuming a desired Mean of
Average Precision (MAP) of 0.6, the use of Zurich Building
Database (ZuBuD) [30] and an application frame rate of λ =
1 query per second for both CTA and ATC paradigms, the
needed capacity will be 20 kbps for CTA-SIFT and 12 kbps
for ATC-BRISK [29].
For this kind of applications, the energy consumed to
process the data is not negligible. In [29] a characterization
of this energy on a BeagleBone-based visual sensor node is
provided. The processing energy for the CTA paradigm can
be computed as:
CT A
A
Ecpu
(ρ) = Pcpu · tCT
cpu (ρ)

(19)

where Pcpu is the power dissipated by the processor of the
visual sensor node and has a value of 2.1 W for BeagleBone
A
sensor nodes. tCT
cpu (ρ) is the time spent for processing an
image, which depends on ρ, the amount of sent information per
query (20 kbs in our scenario). According to the results in [29],
the processing energy for an image for the CTA application
in our scenario is 0.05 J. Therefore, assuming a frame rate
of λ = 1 query per second, the power dissipation (function
f in eq. (18)) is 0.05 W. In addition, we can estimate the
required processing load lj for a BeagleBone as the fraction
A
of time used by the application (tCT
cpu · λ) multiplied by
the processing power of the sensor node, Li . In this case,
24.5 · 1 · 720 = 17.64 MIPS.
Similarly, the processing energy for the ATC paradigm can
be computed as:
AT C
Ecpu
(ρ) = Pcpu · [τof f + M (ρ) · (τdet + τdesc )]

(20)

where τof f is the time spent for initializing the detector and
has a value of 1.6 ·10−4 ms/pixel. With an image size of
640x480 pixels, τof f is 49.152 ms. τdet and τdesc are the time
spent for detecting and describing one BRISK feature of the
image and their values are 0.31 ms and 0.16 ms respectively.
M (ρ) is the optimal number of features that depends on the
rate ρ. For ρ = 12 kbs/query, the minimum value of M
to provide a MAP of 0.6 is M = 100 features. Thus the
processing energy for an image for the ATC application in
our scenario is 0.2 J, and the power dissipation is 0.2 W. The
processing load in this case is 69.23 MIPS.
Regarding memory requirements, specific values have not
been obtained for these applications. However, given the great
difference in the amount of available memory in TelosB

(10 KB) and BeagleBone (256 MB), we are assuming that
due to memory constraints, multimedia applications could
not be implemented in TelosB nodes and memory will not
be a limiting factor in BeagleBone nodes, since processing or transmission rate will limit long before these applications rather than memory. Summing up, the requirements vector for CTA and ATC applications are respectively
rj = {20 kbps, 10 KB < mj << 256 MB,17.64 MIPS}
rj = {12 kbps, 10KB < mj << 256 MB, 69.23 MIPS}.
C. Simulation Environment
Sensor nodes are deployed in a 200x200 m scenario. We
consider a default sensing range of Ris = 30 m for all of
the sensors [31]. A two-ray ground path loss model with
γ = 4 and g0 = 8.1 ·10−3 [32] is considered. Pmax is set
to 0 dBm and the receiver sensitivity α is -92 dBm [33],
T
which implies a maximum transmission range Rmax
of 59 m.
Analogously the interference sensitivity is -104 dBm, which
I
implies a maximum interference range Rmax
of 118 m.
D. Results
As a reference example to evaluate the validity of the model
and the benefits of virtualization we have considered a scenario
with two different and overlapped WSNs: a scalar network,
formed by 36 TelosB nodes and oriented to scalar applications
(temperature and light monitoring), and a multimedia network,
formed by 36 BeagleBone nodes and oriented to visual applications (CTA and ATC). The number of test points is 5 for
the scalar applications and 3 for the visual ones. We assume
that each sensor is able to cover Ni,j = 1 test points of the
same application and that each network have a sink node (one
of the 36 nodes). The minimum lifetime for the virtual sensor
network is L = 1 day.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the performance of both networks in
terms of number of active applications and required number
of active nodes when the WSNs work isolated and also when
the 72 nodes cooperate as a single network that gives support
to all the applications. For each point in the curves, the same
number of applications of each type (temperature, light, CTA
and ATC) is generated, which is the value shown in the
x-axes. For example, a 2 value in the x-axes represents a
scenario where 2 temperature, 2 light, 2 CTA and 2 ATC
applications try to be deployed. “Scalar” refers to the single
scalar network, “Visual” to the single visual network and
“Joint” to the cooperative whole network. In this latter case,
two different preference vectors Q are included: P1, where the
preference is set to 1 for all the applications and P8, where
the preference for the two visual applications is modified to
8.
Fig. 1(a) shows that the total number of active applications
increases in the joint scenario, specially with P1 preference
vector, when compared to the sum of the independent networks. As can be seen in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), the main
increase is due to scalar applications. In fact, when visual
applications are not prioritized (P1), the increase in the number
of scalar applications eventually leads to an starvation of
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Fig. 2: Number of active nodes vs. offered applications per type. a) Total b) Scalar c) Visual

visual applications (Fig. 1(c)). However, with the preference
vector P8 both scalar and visual applications experience an
improvement.
The reasons for this improvement are different in each case:
according to performed measurements, the probability of a
test point not being covered with 36 nodes is about 0.15.
Since an active application requires all its test points to be
effectively covered, the probability of a scalar application
with 5 test points not being fully covered (only as topology
concerns) is about 0.55. As multimedia nodes can support
scalar applications as well, in the joint scenario the 72 nodes
can be used as sensors for scalar applications, reducing these
probabilities to 0.015 and 0.07 respectively. Since scalar nodes
cannot support multimedia applications, this kind of gain
cannot be obtained for visual applications. Nevertheless, as one
of the main limitations in multimedia networks is bandwidth
(specifically the bottleneck in the transmission to the sink
node), the possibility of using two sink nodes in the joint
scenario leads also to an improvement for this case. Since
the resources consumed by scalar applications is much lower
than by visual ones, prioritizing the latter (P8) in the objective
function is useful to balance the amount of resources used by
each of them.
Finally, Fig. 2(a) shows that the total number of active nodes

when both networks works jointly is lower than when they
work isolated. Additionally, as the number of active applications is also higher, the active nodes per active application
are quite lower when the networks work jointly. Regarding the
type of active nodes, Fig. 2(c) shows that the amount of active
multimedia nodes increases for the joint scenario. The reasons
for this effect are two: (1) multimedia nodes can support scalar
applications in the joint scenario and (2) we have assumed that
the cost for activating sensor nodes, δi , is the same for both
kind of nodes. We have set δi = 0.01 to ensure that in any case
the cost of activating the 72 nodes is higher than the revenue
of activating an application.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we have analyzed a virtual sensor network
where different kinds of applications and sensor nodes coexist and cooperate. We have formulated mathematically the
optimization problem of maximizing the overall revenue out
of the application deployment process while minimizing the
cost related to activating sensor nodes. Constraints regarding
sensor nodes capabilities (memory, computation, energy) and
network limitations (topology, shared bandwidth) have been
included. Realistic parameters for both the sensor nodes and
the supported applications have been considered in the evaluation of the model. Simulation results have shown the potential

performance gains that the resource reuse achieved by virtualization can obtain: coverage enhancements, since there is a
higher density of sensor nodes capable of supporting a given
application, and capacity increase, due to the possibility of
reusing several sink nodes to reduce congestion on bottleneck
links.
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